products until
they make this
right!! We have to
support each other! Everybody repost this please!”
A screenshot was
included in the
post that shows a
text from Diddy to
Ye saying, “please
can send me
something I could
post in support of
you! I never wear
Adidas again for
By Tenisha Renee Miller
the rest of my life if they don’t make you
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right!” Ye responds, “Praise God. Love
What up doe! Temps are finally
you.” Other rappers are boycotting Adidas
starting to drop in the D, but don’t drink
over Ye’s claims. Murder Inc. boss Irv Gotti
the water to cool off or ya might just
wrote, “I’m also in full support of my
quinch more than your thirst. Somethin’ is brother @kanyewest the man has made
reportedly in the water, as more women
@adidas Billions. We never thought any
are announcing their pregnant.
sneaker company could compete with
Hip hop star Iggy Azalea reportedly is
Jordan’s. And Ye did with Yeezy’s. For
among those pregnant. She’s reportedly
them to do anything he don’t like is CRAthree months pregnant with with rapper
ZY!!! We all with you YE!!!! Love Brother.”
Tory Lanez’ baby. He will allegedly be the I guess we’ll have to see if Run DMC joins
second rapper to knock her up. She shares the protest, since they are reportedly the
a child with Atlanta rapper Playboi Cardi.
ones who put Adidas on the map.
One of Iggy’s friends reportedly leaked the
Speaking of maps, I need one because
news. “Iggy and Tory are together, and
I’m lost. Will Smith reportedly made a
they quickly fell in love. They’re trying to
video apologizing to Chris Rock for smackkeep their relationship out of the public
ing him at the Oscars. It’s long overdue.
eye though – because Iggy doesn’t want to Chris Rock reportedly roasted Will Smith
be associated with [the drama surrounding during one of his shows, calling his apology
him and female rapper Meg Thee Stalvideo a “hostage video.” It actually looks
lion].” Tory is reportedly facing charges
like one, with Will reading the question in
for supposedly shooting Meg in the foot
a monotone voice. He was asked why he
last year in Los Angeles. He denies the
didn’t apologize during his acceptance
claim but, Meg is absolutely sure that Tory speech. “I was fogged out by that point.
fired several shots at her – and one struck
It’s all fuzzy. I’ve reached out to Chris and
her in her foot. The couple is reportedly in the message that came back is that he’s
love, and Tory wore a t-shirt with Iggy’s
not ready to talk and when he is, he will
face on it at a recent concert in Miami.
reach out. So I will say to you, Chris, I
Let’s hope his love doesn’t cool off, or
apologize to you. My behavior was unacIggy might whine up like Meg. Bro might be ceptable and I’m here whenever you are
crazy!
ready to talk,” he said in the clip. “I’ve
When it comes to crazy, rapper Kanye
spent the last three months replaying and
West says he’s not crazy for taking on Adi- understanding the nuance and the comdas for reportedly stealing his Yeezy deplexities of what happened in that mosigns. Diddy lent Kanye some support by
ment. Disappointing people is my central
criticizing the fashion icon on Instagram.
trauma. I hate when I let people down so
“Since the era of Run-DMC, @Adidas has
it hurts … If you hang on, I promise we’ll
always used Hip Hop to build its brand and be able to be friends again,” he continmake billions off of our culture. But we
ued. “F**k your hostage video,” Rock said
are more than just consumers now, we’re
at London’s 02 Arena. It doesn’t look like
the owners. Kanye West and YEEZY are the Chris is ready to talk.
reason Adidas is relevant to culture. We
And, on that note, we’ll shut up too.
know our value! I’m done wearing Adidas
Peace out!
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Popular music’s most powerful couple
continue to make power moves.
And, even when their good deeds are a
year old, the significance never fades.
Twitter and other social media users
are again gushing over the impact Beyoncé
and her husband Jay Z’s commitment to
students in select high schools and historically Black colleges and universities.
Two years ago, they announced a new
scholarship program that will award 10
scholarships worth $100,000 each to
“exceptional” high school seniors who
demonstrate financial needs.
The duo said the award will serve as a
dedicated university-based fund for each
selected student throughout the duration
of the student’s enrollment.
In 2021, Beyoncé’s “BeyGOOD Initiative” and Jay Z’s “The Shawn Carter Foundation,” partnered with Tiffany & Co. to
donate $2 million to HBCUs.
As a new school semester dawns, fans
and others are anticipating another major
power move by the couple.
Meanwhile, the “About Love” Scholarship is distributed among students who
pursue the arts and creative fields at Lincoln University in Pennsylvania; Norfolk
State University in Virginia; Bennett College in North Carolina; the University of
Arkansas Pine Bluff, and Central State University in Ohio.
The power couple have had a long history of helping students with The Shawn
Carter Foundation spearheading college
tours to historically Black colleges and
universities and providing scholarships to
college bound students throughout the
country.

Through her BeyGOOD initiative, Beyoncé created the Formation Scholars
Award, a merit program to help female
students start or further their college education, and this year they announced the
Homecoming Scholars Award, a second
merit program, opened to qualified students, regardless of gender, to enter or
continue their studies at one of eight HBCUs.
Jordan Davis decided to apply for the
BeyGood scholarship but said doubted he
would receive the award.
About a month later though, the Plano,
Texas, native learned he was one of the
eight finalists who had won the inaugural
scholarship sponsored by Beyoncé and
Google.
“I was so ecstatic,” Davis told the
Houston Chronicle. “It was a dream come
true. It almost felt like Beyoncé had chosen me.”
Homecoming Scholars was inspired by
Beyoncé’s performance at the 2018
Coachella Valley Music and Arts Festival.
Beyoncé, the first Black woman in the
festival’s 19-year history to be its headline
performer, referenced HBCUs throughout
her performance that incorporated a 100piece all-Black marching band and song
selection.
“The show, with its homage to excellence in education, was a celebration of
the homecoming weekend experience, the
highest display of college pride,” according to a news release.
“The energy-filled production put the
spotlight on art and culture, mixing the
ancient and the modern, which resonated
masterfully through the marching band,
performance art, choir, and dance. It was
the impetus to mark her second scholarship program.”

